-Most important input parameters used for the molecular dynamic simulations performed on the Nd 2 NiO 4+d system. The only variable is TEBEG, the simulation temperature. 
-Most important input parameters used for the magnetic molecular dynamic simulations performed on the Nd 2 NiO 4.0 system. % set box size for PRM, MSD and positions histogram (PRM resolution) bs_xsize_min=0; bs_xsize_max=1; bs_ysize_min=0; bs_ysize_max=1; bs_zsize_min=0; bs_zsize_max=1; bs_xvec=(bs_xsize_min:(bs_xsize_max-bs_xsize_min)/cd_PRM_resolution:bs_xsize_max); bs_xvec=bs_xvec(:); bs_yvec=(bs_ysize_min:(bs_ysize_max-bs_ysize_min)/cd_PRM_resolution:bs_ysize_max); bs_yvec=bs_yvec(:); bs_zvec=(bs_zsize_min:(bs_zsize_max-bs_zsize_min)/cd_PRM_resolution:bs_zsize_max); bs_zvec=bs_zvec(:); bs_void=zeros(cd_PRM_resolution+1,cd_PRM_resolution+1,cd_PRM_resolution+1); od_size_min=0; od_step=sqrt(power((bs_xsize_max-bs_xsize_min)/cd_PRM_resolution*lat(1,1),2)+... power((bs_ysize_max-bs_ysize_min)/cd_PRM_resolution*lat(2,2),2)+... power((bs_zsize_max-bs_zsize_min)/cd_PRM_resolution*lat(3,3),2)); od_vec=(od_size_min:od_step:cd_dist_max); od_void=zeros(1,length(od_vec)); od_msd=zeros(length(cd_at),len/n_to-1);
